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PART I BACKGROUND

I. Introduction

The problem concerns errors which are generated in and

exist 'M inventory stock records. In a broad sense, the problem

embraces the subject areas of accounting and audit systems and

"3ftroiS. , personnel, physical securit,, work meth.ds and standards,

-n; ,tagement information systems, and mathematical inventory

,ocry. The approach fo"1 awed in this report is that of the opera--

tioqs rr:searcher whose primary interest is in mathematical inven-

tory theory. From the operations res- ch point of view, there are

twvo basic problems which inventory record errors present. The

first concerns the application of optimal ordering policies to inac-

curate. records, if the records indicate more stock than is actually

present, -the system fails to order when it should with the result

that greater than optimal shortages are incurred. If the records

indicate less stock than is actually present, the system reorders

too uouu with the result that the inventory investment is too large

The second problem, is one of minimizing total costs. There is a

cost adsvciated with operating a system with inaccurate inventory
I

records, and there is a cost associated with achieving and niaintj

ing a given level of inventory record accuracy. The problem is to

tpicify the level of record accuracy which minimizes the sum of

these usts, subproblem is to specify the procedures for obtaining

a given l e.Ve of record accuracy at minimum cos!.I
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This report is limited to the discussion of what is meant by tht

stock record error, as a first step toward the quantitative analysis

of the costs and benefits associated with record accuracy. Specifi-

cally, we address the inventnry record accuracy problem as it exists

in the U.S. Navy. The Auditor General of the Navy Report of April,

1965, 'ndicated that 23) percent of the Navy and Marine , rps stock

records wt-re in error [1]. This error ;, a source of emba, rans-

ment to the Supply Corps, opens them to criticism from the General

A'-counting Office [2], compromises their budget requests, and,

most significantly, reduces their ability to perform their mission

of supplying the operating units of the service.

In-ventory record accuracy (the lack of) is a problem confront-

ing all of the military services, and prybablv industry as well. It

is an old problem and one not easily remedied. It is an especially

difficult problem for the military establishment due to the range of

items stocked. Only the very largest of corporations have as many

as 100, 000 different items in inventory, General Motors carries

about 20,000 items, and J. C. Penney carries about 25,000

items [3]. By contrast, the Naval Aviation Supply Office (- - of

three inventoi i managers in the Navy supply system) alone carries

more than 400, 0,00 items and a large Naval Supply Center stocks

as many as 900,000 items. The sheer volume of record keeping

aggravates the inventory record ac-uracy problem.
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This volurne also dictated early use of electronic data processing

systema. While it is always . t hionable to state that "people are no

damn good" (and indeed the statement applies to certain aspects of

this problem), FDP has created a ph).-- ,al gap between the people

and the records and eroded the structure of responsibility. This

in -eases the likelihood uf error "ntroductio.. and complicates the

problem of error correction,

Some inventory record errors are tl:e result of theft of mater-

ial. The cost of errors generated by thefts is the cost of the material

involved and the loss of service that the material could have provi.ded.

however, the majority of record errors are generated by "honest

mistakes". The cost of these honest mistakes has a rnonitary value

in terms of increased investment levels (when this results), but i

beat measurea in terms of disservice. A recent Navy Area Audit

Service report [ 4] went so far as to state, ", . We find even less

assurance that the: -cords are sufficientv rediabie to permit even

adequate material support to operating forces."

Thus, the inventory record accuracy problem is real and seri-

ous, and it affects the ability of the Sup-1v A:orps to serve the operating

forces. The Navrl Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) has recently

responded vigorously to the problem through the establishment of the

Control of Inventory Task Group, whome taik it is to implement im-

mediate ane intermediate range corrective measureb. Additionally,
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a long-range approach to the ultimate control of this problem is -11, -

rently being formulated. It is a comprehc-isive program aimed at three

*pecific areas: (1) the physical inventory process, (2) the stock point

supply operations and information processing, and (5, the ir,'Irnation

interfaces of the various stock points with the inventory control points

(inventory managers).

The motivation behind writing this report is that, in spite of the re-

lorts and studies already conducted on inventory record Lcuracy, there

does not appear to be a cleax understanding or definition of the terms and

measures of inventory record accuracy and/or error. Until we define

our terms and have some common basis on which to communicate and

take measurements, the study, reporting, and formulation of corrective

actionw- for re:ord errors will remain unnecessarily vague and imprecise,

The statement that 29 percent of the Navy and Marine Corps inventory

records are in error is not necesarily meaningfui. One must know at

-e very least bow the figvre was arrived at, what constituted an error,

and the general nature of tAe individual discrepanciee,

By way of introduction, we note that an error is a discrepancy be-

tween what the stocik record indicates as the "situation" and what is

actually the 'situation". Many types of discrepancies &re possible, The

most widely recognised error is a discrepancy in the "-n-hand quantity.

The ech ,tsrsm by which these discrepancies are discovered and

reconciled ij the physical inventory. "Physical invenrory "onnotcs a pro-

grarn to count the quntity of an item in storage, to comnpere with that



record A1 on the ac( )uritable stuc k record arid to ~dutthe record whf re

discrezpancies exist. Sevenl types of physical inv' ntories are pouuibl!.

One type of inventory is the ''wall-to-wafll' inventory in which the on.4and

quantity of every' i (,- is verified at a apecified point in time. Alter-

natively there are ''spot' inventories which are conducted on apecifiec

items at any time that the situation war rants, Commonly a spot inventory

is requested for an item ii the records ii ulcate a zero balance or if there

)-- been a warehoose rfusal.

NAVSUP policy with respect t,. the taking of wall-to-wall inventories

has changed 9everai times Curing tne past ten years., Declining furing

dictated a move from an annual physical inventory to &. tri-innual schedule.

The tri-annudl schedule -4as r med ur atistactory and the present plan

of c onducting Annia invenriLoes on 'active ltoem8i only was ad opted,

Tire Fleet M~teral Support (>ffic e is c'irrenily devC',opirg a ;'trigger''

,.chftme where the triggeri.. of an invexctury is based on item demand

cha racteri stics.

The changes have been Trade in an effort to be more responsive to

the problemi of record accuracy within a framiework of limited cesources.

Two factors§ comnbine to reduce the perceived effectivenena of .phyaical

,tnventory progrAMs. The iack ot Mc'11realent of the regultu of ex-

penditures on physic.al inventories hag9 resulted in decreased funding.

in this 'linilaC -f :nau9tffiCICnt funds and personnel, the physical inventory

proc~ h~ ~ntglectoed in favo-'r ~i functions directly related to supply

operations.I



2. Literature

If we create a distinction between repor-s o1 measurements of

inventory record accuracy and analyses of the invenkory record ac-

curacy problem, then we can state that "he liLerature contains few

reports of analyses of the problem. The General Accounting Office,

Navy Auditor General, and Nav,, Area Audit Service reports generally

only establish and document t"e existence of the problem. As a part

of the background on inventory record accuracy we very briefly note

the analyses and their conclusions.

The first study we note was conducted for the ,rmy Office of

Ordnance Research (5]. They note that, contrary to one's intuition,

the paper work of issue and receipt procesing cortributes only about

2S% of the total record error and the remaining 80% is contributed

by the error correcting procedures thsmaelves; i.e., the physical

inventory process. They also define a residual error, the error re-

maining in the records after compiletion of the physical inventory, and

nt it to be en the order 3f 20% to 25%. The second study noted here

war conducted by the Navil Supply Research and Development Fairiiitvy

at Ba -one (NAVStTPRANDFAC) fbI. They note a residual error of

7%, but there is reason to sx.pect that this figure in ootiimic T-ri'

aldo note relatn-nahips between -he protabih!ty of an incorrect coant and

the on-hand quantity, the growth of record errors as a function oi the

time since the last physical inventory, and the prooability of a record

m-



being in error at the en 0I of sonile trne interval as a function of the

demand for the item during the period. Finally the recent report of the

Control of Inventory Task Group [7) contains s me quantitative data,

among which is a study shoxing that 55% of the error was introduced

Ly the ph:,sical nentory process.

The inventory record accuracy problem is abo-,t, and punctuated

with. error pt.centages. The common term in the literature is "error

rate', but it is legitimate to question the meaning of this term. For

that matter, how is f-,r should an error be defined? These are not trivial

questions and wi.ll be addressed in the next section.

PART IT T-HE DIMENSIONS OF STOCK RECORD ERROR

5. Inr rc t ; ofl

Let utz. bcg~n -,v indlcat.,,v hat 'as being measured in two of the

tialvs : ret n k.ed n he previous sc tion. In th NAVSUPRANDFAC

report the o iy disc rv c s ;Ic.ed as t.rr, ors ,Ae.e diis repansies in

the on-hand quantity. I' the itent .ould not be found or ould not be

identified, then it cot Id r--t ovt ckounted, Lo, Ati on and ,1entty diac rep-

a nc es w e rv con-, -id ed o" lk ata tri e- cuitn.r tbute to orphand quant,ty

disc repancies. The error rates' ci ed showild be interpre!ed in the

oloi ing -ay: At t given point in, tirme, in a sample of N items thtere

were n Iern. re, ords in which there wa. disk repancy between the

recorded ?9.-unt on hand And t' actual warehouied amount or hand, ar



therefort 1O(n/N)5b of the records were in error. Note that all

discrepancies in the on-hand quantity were counted equatly as errora.

Thia treatment ignored the absolute magnitude and sign of the dis-

crepar-cits, the aagnitlade of the discrepancies as percentageR of the

actual on-hand quantities, and the diollar val-uesg of the discrepancies.

While the definition of error was riever explicitly giv~ri in the

NAVSUPRAN1DFAC report, the Army report used the following def-

in6.ion of error:

"A difference between record balance and physical
stock is counted P-8 a discrepancy (error) if the dif-
ference is 1% or mor, -4 the z -rord bal ,~nce, or if
the monetary value of the .. ff erence is $1 or more.

The above statement is hereafter referred to as a criterir-- for

distinguishing between major and minor errors.

Toward developing the - nceT and dimersions of i. ror, we

shall question, for purposes of i'lustration oniv, the meaning of

tne recommended N.AVSUP Specific ,jdective for inventory rec.ord

accuracy [8]: "A program for achieving and maintakning a minimuma

9001 item inventory record accuracy,"' The 9016 requirement is

subject to several interpretations, even, if' we defer the question of

what consti'a.tes an accurate if am record. It is helpful to recognize

& ~the two aspects of the statement of the Specific Objectilre: th.

perforiMa.-te implied in the 90% figure and the definition of

record accuracy. Nach of t.heme aspectis of inventory i.zecird ac-

curacv are discussed in the sections which follow.
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4. Inventorv Recore, Accuracv Perforinunce

Several posribl~a interpretations of the performance meaoure

;,re as fclows:

T. At any arbitrarily -- lected time at least 9056
of the records are accurate;

II. The time average of the percent of accurate
records isi at "eas, 90%;

111. The timne average of the accurac-, of an (every)
indi-Adu7-l item record is as' least 90%.

These interpretations ol thie 90% figure can. be explained in

terms of an example population ui 10 item records, designated item~

records A, B, ... ,J. Let the times at which accuracy checks are

made be denoted as t, t 2 . *.Fuz example, consider the time

t ~ between auccessive checks to be a mnonth; then 12 che '-9 constitute

a year, Given that we have Qomne operational definition of record

accuaracy, at each timne a check is mnade each item recl.rd inay be

classified as accurate or in error. These results will1 be &ispia;,-d

in a matrix with ani accurate record indicated by a + and an inaccurate

recurd indicated by a 0 . Figure I (page 14 ) exhibito four such ma-

trices 9howing the ccndition of each itern record at the timne of each

of twelve accuracy- checks.

Given tht- first interpretation of 90%6 record accuracy, we

require that in~ aany and all motl accuracy ceknieor ten of the

ten records be accurate, ,The mnatrice8 of Figures la and ib repre-

sent acceptable performnance under this interpretation of performance,
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while the matrices of Figures ic and Id represent unacceptable

performance, Lnplicit i, the above statenent is a notion of the total

tim. pe.,od over which the performance criterion is applied. The

implied time period is best taken to ie infinite; i. e., over all future

time. Thus Figure Ic fails because allitern records are in error in

the tigkhh test, and Figpure Id falls because two records are in error

in the tenth test. While both Figures la and lb represent acceptable

performance, the difference, of course, is that in Figure la the

record of item A is permanently in error,

The second interpretation of 90% record accurac) relaxes the

requirement that record accuracy be 90", or greater at each check

and requires only that the time av<:-age be 90% or greater. Let n

be the total number of records (ten in this example), n, be the number1

.th
of accurate records in the i. check (G < n. < n), and N be the nurber

of checks over which the time average is to be computed. N is equal

to twelve here, and the tinme period over which the performance cri-

terion is to be applied is explicit. Then the population accuracy in the

th
i check is n./n , and the time average of the population record ac-

curacy over N tLme periods is:

Time Average = n
nN I

Thus an matrix with twelve or Less zeros (records in error) is accept-

able under this interpvi.tation (12!120= 10%). Under this less restrictive

10



interpretation of performance, r'igures A'a, 1b, and 1c all represent

acceptable periorm ance. Only F igure Id represents unacceptable

perforn-ance.

The third interpretation of the 90%6 accuracy requirement epee-

ifies that the time average of the accuracy of each and ever item

record be 901o or g.atpr. This interpretation prohibits any record

from remaining permnanently in error (as in Figure 1a). In our ex-

ample jnt.Zpretation lIII requires that, any row (record accuracy hietory)

have at most one zero. Figure lb represents acceptable performance

as the time average accuracy of all thie itemn records is 92. 5% or

greater. Figurc Ic represents unacceptable performance beclause the

time average accur.?cy of i~em record "D' is only 83. 31, . Sirnilarlt

Figures la and Id represent j~nac(,'eptab~e performance u.nder this

interpretation.

In the table below are summu-arized the acceptability (A) or Un-

acceptability (U) of each of the! performance matrices ivth respect to

each of the interpretations.

Interpretahutin Matr"_ la lb Ic Id

I.A A U U

I.A A A U

III. U A U U

Note thait the performance represented in Figure Id was not acceptable

under any of the three interpretations. However, at least intuitively,

-II A



the performance in Figure Id is preferable to the perforrancep of

Figures la and Ic. Figures la and Ic represent extreme cases

and may not fairly teit the adequacy of the proposed performance interpre-

tatiots. However, the poin. raised. whether or not Id is preferable

to either or both of I. and Ic, is indicative of plitfalls that one may

enc- unter in designing and applying performance indices.

Finally we note the critical influence of the time pararneter on the

two interpretations which involve tftne averages. We had been thin king

of the time intervals at which accuracy checks were mide as months.

The time averages of interpretations II and III wtr,,, cornpuited over a

time period of one year. Suppose now that we are still interested in

time averages computed over one year but that we now assume that the

data in the four tables represer t s accuracy cheLks for three years atf1

quarterly intervals. While the matrix of Figure lb was acceptable

under interpretation III with nonthly checks, it is unacceptable und er

interp. etation III in each of the three years now represented by the.

twelve quarterly checks. The follo-'"ng table summarizes the three

years of quarterly at, uracy Ce k.6 represented in Figures la - d in

terms of the two performance interpretations involving time averages.

Figure la lb 1C Jd
Interpretation 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

II. A A A A A A A U A A A U

Ill. IU U U U UU U UA U U U

~-12--



The abovc, Qiifcutssion was intended to call attention to the need to

oz~erat onall,.1 defAe, any statement or obje tive with respect to inventcry

acrura ;y pefozmance, In discussing the mean~ing of record accuracy

and/lor errvr have tried to separatp the q4, stion of performance from

the quetition of error, We now address the meaning of a record error.
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5. The D~efinition of Inventory Rec qrd Error

A stock record for a given item contains a large amount of infor-

m-ation. Any of the bits of data abovtf thk LtftM'could be discrepant.

The question is one of deciding which discrepancie:s constitute errors9

and how error rates or error percentages ahould be defined. A record

could be in error with rerpect to the ornJv,,nd quanti-,y, primary storage

location, identity (cog, FSC, FIIN), price, unit of issue, quantity ont

order, subetitutes, etc. Are discrepancies in all of these bits of in-

formation equally important? Does the question of error have to be an

all or nothing chara teristic, i.e. , any discrepancy means the r,-ccrd

is in error and unly discrepancy-free records are accurate. Is the

rnagn'+ude of disc rerarcyI mo~ tant? Is a quantity error of ten units,

n'lus ,.r ininus, as ityix;,,orttrit when the actual nn-and qu -ntity is 869

units iis when the acvh.ial on-handI balance is 4 units? Regardless of

the actual quantity c.;r h-;id is the importance of a quantity d-sc repancy

oi ten urits inderpftril Jt of the unit pri ce of the i-err ? Should thert, be

some onrcept of <najor and rinxnt_ errors, or of the degree or serious-

ness of a givcen diit repant y'

Trhe Arr'y ru-port f51 uved an explicit definition of major arvd

nino erir n:eag 8 ,this report). Musl would .g ree that. an

error representing less than one per cen- )f h onrhand quantity an~d

SWe avcid diascussic:n of "miitary casenti allity' , bee ause,
while everyooe Agrees to the value 4 such a rr. ,Ifure, no orp.. can
der-onstraLe a reasonable way to detertnine su'. h u1tiity meavures,



less than one dollar in value is not worth worrying about. T -

question of course arises a~s to whiether an error represaentinag 3%

af the on-hand quantity and $4, 53 in value is seri-as. An all-

encompassing -,wcr to this type -,f question is not easily obtained.

Thc problem of criteria for distinguishing between major and minor

errors is illustr,.ted in the following plot (see Fig. Z, ) of error value

vtros error percentage. The unit miquare at the origin repi esents

thii Army criterion for minor e. rons f 5). There is som'e '. ,undary

(shown as a convex function) auc.K thac any errov, represented by a

point above the boundary is almost surely a major error. This

leaves a large problem area (shaded) in which it is not at all clear

whether the error is a major n'* minor one.

Another point we wish to raise is that much of the data on an

item &tock record is not normally verified, While the on-hand quantity

and location ig vzrified y periodic physcal inventories. there are 3no

sy stemn-wide pzograme to verify such data as unit price, init of issue,

or, order i;anti%-y. etc. But errors in 'unit of irsue' will result in Gn-

hand quantity errors being introduced. Further, at the Inventory

Cont. oi Point, procuremeir c* cisions are tied to the invuntor p2OeIt'. )n

of the item. The inventory position is dcfined as the quantity on hand.

plus the quantity on or~ier, minuLs the quantity I-ackordered. The on-

hand quantity is bout one of three pieces of information required to

irnpki ent current TJICP inve ntory poicies. in today'm cli.rnate of low

!6,
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procurement budgets, the on.-hand quantity may, not ,even be the most

significant of the t-Iree quantities which determine the inventory po-

ition. Thus the 'buy too ;oon' and 'buy too late' costs associated

with inaccurate inventory records may be primarily dependent upon

Jiscriepancies which are not now being observed aiad corrected, even

periodically.

vfe have raised a numbe- of questions and, of course, it is

easier to raise- such questions than it is to answer them. However,

in the next section, we proposit and evaluate a number of ways of

dea~ling with on-hand quantity disc repaicies.

6. Pissibie Measures of inventory Record Error

In this section v- nvestigat - .number Of inventory ~cr

error measures, all Limed -i dirocrepancies in on-naand quanties.

Various measures are coi -uted using, for puirposes of expo~ition, a

reconstruction of the data of ''.Snipk I' of the NAVSTUPRA NDF'AC Re-

port [6]. This sample ccntalns identlty, re.-ord'ed on-hand quantitv,

actual on-hand quantity, price, jand ojemand information for 508 ,es

Ninety nine of these itemr recordr show4 on-hatnd quantity discrepancirs.

The raw error percenta, dei1 eea he percen' of tri

recordb with any on-hiand quantity disc ritpncy, for this samrple wits

I R. 5%. This raw erroi percentage is a legitimate meiasure of record

error, but it is by no means the oniy legitimrate o.r mean igful error

measure, It ign~ores the degree or ser-iou~ness oW the indllvidual



dsc repan ies, the fLnancial gair6 and :ossos nvolved, and the

impact of the62 discrepencies on supply effectiveness.

If the major crr r criterion of the Army report [5] was

applied to the d&,a, six errors each represeming on-hand quantity

discrepancies ot less than 1% and less than $1 in value would be dr-

leted (not counted as errors). t he maor error Percentage wouId

thus be 1C, 43/508) 18. 3%. if major error wAs defined as one

exceeding of the on-hand quantity and representing more than $5

in value, then 37 of the 99 discrepancies wou'c not be counted as

errors and the error percertage ould be 100(72/508) = 14.2%,

A mere elaboente sche.,ve might r-all for assessirq the

st~r ,us, .._ ,, ' a.-h e:n-han d quattv is; repancy :.t rn]] of the

: ~~~actu, i quarnity o" ad. Suc.h a~ m ele rec&,:, z?-z s .th d fteren.ce

na:nd verrus the sare, dis, repancv v.hen a,:0, units re' actuallv oan hand.

u':v .and !re orded (n -ha n,' ouanttv r pee: \ei,. W . thn dre -ene V

V. and

Th 0 err,-r measure ter indi-idal items ti th m 0KA/- < I

m. 0. if a. r t- .rn ,, = 0 -n d :., : .,u i .,rad e to the

error .,,cas ur--, Ih the tOtAl error tot a pop 'latio* ; N tt rr:. ig

I



deftaed as

then tlie total cn,4iand weighted er-ror will also He~ in the u~nit interval

andio{k /r}

is the on-hand weighted error verce:tage.

Applied to the sample data, the on4iand weighted error percentage

is 7.8% . An item with an on-bAnd quantity disc repancy of 890 units;

but actual on-hand quantity of 7000 units, had an, error rreaaure com-

puted to be 890/7000 =0. 11. While the d.9crepancy was large in

absolute terms, it was smnall in a relative _-nse. We have, of course,

not ctonsidered the fin~ancial im-iplication of the discrepancy, Another dif-

ficulty or shortcoming of the on-hand weighted error measure is its

inabil,'y to discriminat,- between serious errors. Within the samnple

are three items which, for present purposes, we label item& I1, 4, and 3.

Itc I had a recor-led on-hand quantity of 0 units and an actual on-hand

quantity oi 800 un'its. The actual and recorded &mounts for the other

two items wer .a~ 2 1, r 2 30; a 3 =0, and r 3 m I, The on-hand

weighted erkor measu -es for all three of these is 1. 0, the maximum

possible error, th ;>tgh intuitively the qulantity discrepancies are not all

equally significant,

The financial aspects of on.Jiand quantity discrepancies can be seen

in costing the individual discrepancits, The records indicated a total

-20



Vp' for the sample Inventory i~ 0 teri-s of $67.648i. The ac.tual

total investrner.: was $ t 0 764'. 'f the unit coatI of the iitem is, de-

noted as c. and If a. , r. an6 L. are as defined previously, then we

cornpute the net dollar er o ercentage as

100 -- 0 II
For the samnplo- inventory data, the net dollar error zpercentage was

$3114/$70-(62 44

How-,ever, if -,e consider the total or gross dollar error in

'nvestmnent, the error percentage ie much higher. In the net drlar

errcr percentage an overstatement of investment on one item may be

canceled out by an understatement of investment on another itemh

A,'ding all investiment disc repar"-ies, regardless of their sign, results

in i. Mross dollar error percentage defined as

100

Foi the samnp] 0- e gross dollar error percentage was $13637/$'70762

19.316

Another way to look at investment discrepanc.es is b-v means of

a breakdown of the discrepancies by dollar amount intervals. f7or the

sample the breakdown of the 99 discrepancies is as follows:



$ Interval Number of Stock Recorda

0-1,00 32

1.01 - 10.00 30
10.0i - 100. 010 Z;

100,01 - 1000,00 9
1000,01 - 3000,00 6

One third of the discrepancies had a value of $1 or less, and

nearly two thirds of the discrepancies had a value of $10 or less,

A relatively small percentege of the items contributed most of Lhe

total investment discrepancy.

Finally we address inventory record error measures which are

directly related to short-term supply effectiveness. On-hand quantity

errors may have a direct short-term influence on effectiveness if

the discrepancies can give rise to a warehouse refusal or an un-

necessary referral. A warehouse refusal may be generated anytime

there exists an r. > 0, a. , situation; i. e., the records indicate

that stock is on hand, but in fact the on-hand balance is 3ero. An un-

necessary referral may be generated by a r. 0, a. > 0 situation.(

In the sample there were at least nine discrepancies which could gen-

erate warehov-se refusals and at least sixteen discrepancies which

could have generated needless referrals, Thus 25 of the 508 item

* The discussion of warehouse refusals and referrals should consider
the requisition quantity. A warehouse refusal could be generated by an
r i * 8, a. 4 situ^tion if the requisition was for 5 units of the itent.

However, the available data did not include requisition size information.
The (ri > 0, ai a 0) and (r a 0, a. > 0) conditions used above put only a

lower bound on the loss of effectiveness due to error caused refusals
and referrals,
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records had discrepancies whic U -uld have lead directly to a deg-

radation of short-term supply effe tiveness. What we -night call

the short -term, eff ecti venes t_degradation measui ,a perlentage,

would then be 25/508 :x 4. 9%5

'Ne have shown that for the sample inventory record data error

measures of b~etween 4. 4% and 191. 516 may be computed. One

couild choose his mnea ;ure to iJt his needs, but the nuestion of inven-

tor, rec-ord accuracyV is not simp I a numbers game. One conclusion

that might be drawn fi orn this oe -ion is that no single error measure

is entirely satisfactory. At a minimum, one would probably want to

know the inventory error situation in terms of the percentage of

major errorsq, the net investment discrepancy, and the outlook for

short-term supply effectiveness.

7. Conclusion

Ink entory record accuracy is urrently the number one problem

confrunting NAVSUCP. We have attempted to indic-Ite certain require-

ments for the reporting and interpretation of record accuracy sta-

tistics. The discussion has not been entiz,-l jaLisfactory in the sense

that firm conclusions about the appropriateness of various measures

were not drawn. Further it may, be that different measuren are a-

-'ropriate at different echelons in the supply system.

Consider just two supply echelons.- t-. .ventory control point

(ICIP), and the stock point. For 'push" itemns the ICP acts as the
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inventory manager, handles procurement, arva 'mdher the nna.tezi .l

out to the stock points. Demands are satiefied from the stock poiats.

The stock point is end,-user oriented and is primarily intert-ied in

record accuracy so far as it affects the stock point's ability to sat-

isfy demands, Appropriate error measures l'or a stock p .nt involve

those discrepancies which degrade its ability ' % satisfy dema.nds,

The ICP is system oriented , Inventory record accuracy is

important to the ICP because of itp ultimate effect on supply eff.ctive-

nesa, but the influence on effectiveness is realized prizmarily through

the proc'irement process, For procurement purposes the ICP re-

quires accurat7 informnativn on the inventory position of individual

items, not only the system, or"-ad quantity, but also system back,

orders and tne quantity on order. TVhe physical inventory process

verifies and reconcile% oi.2,y the or..hand quantity information. If the

item inventory position has a negative error (mnore asoets indicated

on the record tAn is actkLally th,: case), the procureiment will be dc-

layed and supply effetiveness oc ye less than planned. If a positive

error in the inventory position of an item exists, the procurement

will be initiated too soon and result in an investrent level which is

higher than planred. However, a positive error in inventory position

also adversely affects supply effe,:tivenes,.

A positive error in stock record inventory position affects

supply effectivenese because the individual itemo stocked by the



Navy suippli systemr cannot be considered iinieperiently. Dependence

between itemns iq created uy the procuremnent budget. Procurmarint

budgets arc allocated to each material cognizance class (cog) and

thus establish a dependence btween the items within a cog. Procure-

ment funding over the last five or six years has been at very low

leveis, qespetciaiiy in Navy Stock Fund cogs. Avegative safety levels

and llem- risk of shortage) levels of up to 50% have come to be a part

of standard operating policy at the ICPs. Indeed )ne (an claim that

funding had been too austere to operate an inventory system at all and

that the iCP's have become procurement offices rather than i. -entory

managers. In this climate of a severe budget c onstraint on inventory

operations, monies spent needlessly on in item whose Inventory po-

sition exhibits a pcsitive error will almost. sure iv deprive the syrO.Cm

of the legitinate prccuremient of somie other term.

The physical inventory process, verifies and/or reconciles or~ly

the on -hand quanititv inforniati n of the 'A en stoc k record.- ioati on

~~ud~~ts ar-efre to expedite the physi.al inventory p~cs.We

..ave suggested that otht-r bits of mnforniatioii on thc .tem stock record

rnust aiso be a( urate. We have noted the perforriianc rAn'd error defini-

t-3n aspects of 'he -oblem of f-,,rmulating goals for inventory rv ccird

accuracy. Several eri or definitions or measurer. wei r auggested and

illustrated, It was further suggestrd that the appropr,,atc error measure

may differ in uifferent cchclont4 of the supply ...yaten.



In ,osing we note that central problem in inventory record

acciracy is to determine the cost of operating an ii,v._ ntcr, system

with inaccurate stock r cords. Once this cost is quantified, the

amount of resources .:hich ought to be expended on record accuracy

can be rationally determined. This report has Pought to add under-

standing of the nature of the problem and the terms involved as a

first step teward the con'rol of inventory record accuracy.
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